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Looking to downsize your home, save money, and live a life of freedom? People often think that
when you live in a small house, it's because you don't have the means to live in a larger home. In
most cases this couldn't be further from the truth. The fact is that small house living typically
equates to a much more fulfilling life. Through the process of downsizing your life in regards to
material possessions, clutter, and the size of your dwelling, you come to understand a new ideal in
which freedom is the name of the game. The freedom comes from a more condensed life in which
only the possessions and needs which are truly important are permitted to remain in your or your
family's life. Discover how you can gain freedom by downsizing your home and living a small house
lifestyle. Also, you'll discover... How to break out of the mindset that comes with living in a consumer
based society. The methods for having a smooth transition from a large home to a small one. A step
by step guide on how to build your first small house. And much more! Table of Contents When Did
This Movement Begin? Learn about the history of small house living and when it all started. The
Basics of a Small House Lifestyle In this chapter find out what a tiny lifestyle entails and all of its
wonderful benefits. Breaking Free From the Standards of Society Gain an understanding of how you
can deprogram your mind and start appreciating more with less. The First Step in Small House
Living Learn the first actions to take in order to start your new journey. Steps in Creating Your Small
Home A step by step guide to creating your tiny home. Implementing All You've Learned How you
can take what you've learned in this book and put into action.
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Although this author is single he makes it clear that small house living can be for EVERYONE! Of
course if you have a big family your "small" house is likely to be bigger than a single person's. Small
house living in some ways is more of a state of mind. Don't "become a bear in a cage, be a wild
animal out in the streams hunting salmon." Don't waste your life watching TV. Enjoy more real time
with your family.Here in the USA we are taught that debt is normal. That is a LIE! Debt is NOT
normal. Not only that, you can live a fulfilled life now and not wait until you retire. Freedom is found
in determining what your real needs are versus consumer based wants.As the author says, for
some the change can be almost instantaneous, for others it is a process. "Small house living"
works! My hubby and I decided we were not going to wait until we retired to live life. We keep our
expenses to the minimum, the TV went out many years ago, we have what we need, cook from
scratch and yes our kids are living fulfilled lives. We have no desire for all the "stuff" cluttering our
lives again. It certainly makes bill paying easier.This is a good book especially if you are wondering
how to start "living" small. Easy read with some practical advice and several websites listed at the
end. The only thing that irked me was the editing. Due to the author abbreviating the word 'square'
to sq. his editing program obviously decided that 'Foot' needed to be capitalized. For e.g. 400 sq.
Foot.

The information in this book is good but I was hoping for visual info about the tiny houses to be used
as examples that have been already built. Yes it has web links for sites selling house plans but I
was looking for a few free suggestive plans to give me an idea of what to expect. At least a few free
plans utilizing a tiny house plan for those of us who can't climb a ladder to a loft sleeping area. Just
a suggestion in case the author reads this review.

While I live in a small house out of necessity instead of choice, I can see many benefits of small
house living. The biggest one being the money that you would save by living in a smaller house, by
having less utility payments, less cost of the house and also by spending less money to fill up a big
house with things that I dont need anyway. A great read to make the change over to a small house

This book is very well-written,and detailed. I really enjoyed reading about the steps to take and how
much thought and research is needed before making the decision to embrace tiny house living.I
really appreciate the additional resources listed in the back of the book.

This is a very beautiful book; I really liked authorâ€™s small house idea. I agree with the author, the
happiness and freedom of small house we canâ€™t get in flat or, apartment house. Author has
introduced us with the small house movement, which is started Henry David Thoreau by publishing
his book Walden. Author has also described the way, how we can live in small house with complete
step. I think this book will help us to touch our desire of small house.

There were quite a few interesting points in this short book. However, it focussed mainly on
designing and planning a small house. I, personally, was more interested in coping strategies for
small living.

Anyone want to live in a big house but maintaining it too much difficult. I believe that living in small
house have so many benefit than big house living. This book is written for those people who
thinking that small house living is not comfortable.

I couldn't continue reading due to the egregious grammar errors.
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